
Your full guide

toemail laws:
GDPR, CAN-SPAM Act, and CASL



Introduction
In 2021, Vodafone Spain was fined over 8.15 million euros, approximately 9.67 million US dollars, for repeated GDPR breaches.

Vodafone Spain has initiated, on multiple occasions, unsolicited contact with customers who either didn’t consent or explicitly 
refused to be contacted.



This is only one example among hundreds: companies in the EU, the US, and Canada are expected to know and respect the email 
laws in force. 



As an email marketer, it can become stressful and overwhelming to keep track of the different laws and regulations and to find the 
best practices that will guarantee your company is safe and your customers’ data is protected.



In this guidebook, we provide you with straightforward information about:

What the law says in the country/region in which you operate 

What it means for your email campaigns



At the end of the ebook, you’ll find a one-pager checklist for the email best practices communicated through GDPR, the CAN-
SPAM Act, and CASL. This comprehensive checklist can be your sole and main reference point to sending law-compliant emails. It 
can also be used as an educational resource for your marketing team and new recruits.



GDPR in the EU
The General Data Protection Regulation is a privacy and security law set up by the European Union. In 2018, all organizations based in 
the EU or targeting EU citizens or residents were legally required to comply with GDPR laws.



GDPR’s basic goal is to  and .Any practice that your company does that 
comes against these two principles will, in one or another, breach  GDPR.


Any organization (company, non-profit or other) that handles the personal information of European Union citizens or residents.

This also applies to companies and charities based outside of the EU, targeting customers inside the EU.

protect personal data conserve people’s privacy rights

Who is concerned by GDPR?




GDPR in the EU
What happens if you don’t respect GDPR?


What are the main components of GDPR?

Any organization that doesn’t comply with GDPR (even if it is based outside the EU) risks paying, on top of a compensation of 
damages fee, either:



Security and privacy 
of data.

Data

retention

Spam

Emails



Security and privacy of data
What the law says



What this means for you



According to article 5 of GDPR, personal data should be:

a.	Processed lawfully, fairly, and in a transparent manner

b.	Collected for specified, explicit, and legitimate purposes (and not processed outside of these purposes)

c.	Processed in a manner that ensures appropriate security of personal data (protection against unlawful processing, accidental loss, 
destruction, or damage…)



In order to ensure the protection of your subscribers’ personal data, you can, but are not required to, encrypt the data you collect.

You can use Protonmail.com, an end-to-end encryption tool, that allows you to secure your subscriber’s data.

What is encryption?
Encryption is the practice of encoding messages (emails) and information. This will guarantee that one else, besides 
authorized parties, can read the information in question.



Data retention
What the law says



What this means for you



According to article 5.e of GDPR, personal data should be:


Article 17. Right to erasure

1. Set up an email retention policy for your company




personal data should be kept in a form which permits identification of data subjects for no longer than is necessary for the purposes 
for which the personal data is processed”.



Coupled with  or the right to be forgotten, which stipulates that the data subject (aka your subscriber) has 
the right to demand the erasure of their personal data, and that the controller (aka you) has the obligation to erase personal data 
without undue delay (aka ASAP).



An email retention policy aims to reduce the amount of data your employees store in their inboxes. This will reduce your liability risk 
further down the road. Basically, the more data you and your employees store, the more at risk you are of a personal data breach.

An email retention policy is actually required by GDPR laws. Your company must be able to prove at all times that it has set up a 
process to delete personal data upon request.



Data retention

What this means for you



1. Set up a data erasure process



You must make sure that your team is able to completely and permanently delete personal data related to any subscriber at their 
demand.



Unsubscribing customers from your email lists is the first step, but it is definitely not enough. You need to completely forget about the 
subscriber and delete all the personal information you have stored, permanently.

Data Erasure

Data erasure can be done manually, however, most ESPs offer the option to automate the process.



spam
What the law says



Article 6. Lawfulness of processing


Recital 32. Conditions for consent


Article 7. Conditions for consent 

Article 8. Conditions applicable to child's consent in relation to information society services


Personal data (such as an email address) can only be used if the data subject has “given consent to the processing of his personal 
data”.




“Consent should be given by a clear affirmative act establishing a freely given, specific, informed and unambiguous indication of the 
data subject’s agreement to the processing of personal data relating to him or her.”






“The controller shall be able to demonstrate that the data subject has consented to processing of his or her data”

And

“ The data subject shall have the right to withdraw his or her consent at any time” and “It shall be as easy to withdraw as to give 
consent”.




If the child is below 16 years (13 years old in some member states), personal data processing is only

lawful if the "consent is given or authorized by the holder of parental responsibility over the child."




spam

What this means for you



In order to ensure the protection of your subscribers’ personal data, you can, but are not required to, encrypt the data you collect.

You can use Protonmail.com, an end-to-end encryption tool, that allows you to secure your subscriber’s data.

You should keep track of who 
subscribed when and how. Proof 
of your subscribers’ consent is 
imperative and it is your 
responsibility to preserve and 
demonstrate it when needed. 

Your subscriber should clearly be 
aware of and consent to receive 
emails from your company

If the subscriber is below 16 y.o, 
you can’t process their data 
unless their parental figure 
provides consent for them.

You should include a separate 
box in your subscription forms 
clearly asking subscribers for 
their consent to receive emails.

Your subscriber has the right to 
revoke their consent at any time.



spam

What this means for you



1. GDPR-friendly forms



 Add detailed and explicit consent forms. Make sure to highlight that giving consent is optional and not mandatory.
 Don’t pre-check your GDPR consent boxes.
 Enable double-opt-in in your forms. This will allow you to verify every email address and make sure that all subscribers are well aware of 

their actions.
 Separate GDPR consent  boxes from other consent requests. Create two different checkboxes for email requests and other fields such as 

accepting terms 		and conditions.

2. GDPR-friendly emails



 Make it easy for your subscribers to unsubscribe. Add unsubscribe 
and manage preferences links in the footer of all your emails.

 Remind your subscribers why they are receiving your emails. In the 
footer of your emails, add a sentence reminding subscribers how 
they subscribed to your emails.

 Send out emails that pass through spam filters easily. 

Create high-quality HTML email code that 
doesn’t trigger spam filters:

 Don’t insert raw links. Use clickable buttons instead.
 Don’t send image-only emails. Create emails that have 

the right balance between text and images.



CAN-SPAM Act in USA

The CAN-SPAM Act, or the Controlling of Assault of Non-Solicited Pornography and Marketing Act, is a set of laws established in 2003 
with the aim to regulate the standards of sending commercial emails.






The penalties for breaking the laws started in the CAN-SPAM Acct can be very hefty. For each separate commercial email you send in 
violation of the CAN-SPAM laws, you are required to pay up to 43,8 USD.



Additional fines can be included as well as criminal penalties even leading to imprisonment.

What happens if you don’t respect the CAN-SPAM Act?




Email header
What the law says



Don’t use false or misleading header information. Header information in this context means your From and to information. 



 your sending email address should truthfully reflect your name (or the name of the person sending the email) or company 
name, with the correct domain name.



 the email address of the receiver should be accurately displayed.

From:

To:

What the law says



Your ESP of choice most certainly allows you to adjust the from field 
before sending any email campaign. Make sure you choose a name 
that accuratelyreflects your name or your business  name.



Subject lines
The law says: Don’t use deceptive subject lines



Your subject lines should always truthfully reflect the content of your email message. If not, not only 
are you violating the second rule of the CAN-SPAM act, but you are also violating your subscribers’ 
trust.  They will feel deceived and more likely to unsubscribe from your commercial emails.



This doesn’t mean that your subject lines have to be boring informative sentences. You can still play 
around with puns and words to attract attention and increase open rates. Just make sure that you 
don’t lie about the content of your email (for example saying “90% Sales on all products” when it’s 
really “20% discount on last season’s collection”).



Here’s a great example of a fun and engaging subject line that still respects the CAN-SPAM Act.
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Subject lines

The law says: Identify the message as an ad



The CAN-SPAM Act does not require opt-in and double opt-in to send emails. This means that you can send emails to virtually anyone if you 
have their email address, even if you don’t have their permission. And this is where the 3rd rule applies.

If you are sending promotional emails to people who 
haven’t opted into your email lists, you must clearly identify 
your email as an advertisement.

If, however, you are sending promotional emails to people 
who have willingly opted into your email lists, you are not 
obliged to identify your email as an ad.



Email Footer

The law saystell recipients where you are located



In the footer of your emails, include “your current street address, a PO box you’ve registered with the U.S. Postal Service, or a private 
mailbox you’ve registered with a commercial mail receiving agency established under Postal Service regulations.”



This is to help subscribers recognize where your company is located and how they can physically reach you if needed



Email Footer

The law saysTell recipients how to opt-out from future emails from you



Include a clear link in all your promotional emails. Usually, unsubscribe links are placed in the email footer.



The law says that you can also allow customers to unsubscribe via email reply. However, we advise you to use an unsubscribe merge tag that 
is specific to your ESP of choice. This method is more efficient and reliable.



Opting subscribers out

What the law says



Honor opt-out requests within 10 business days:
 Your opt-out mechanism should be able to process unsubscribe requests at least 30 days after sending the email
 You can’t charge subscribers a fee if they want to unsubscribe
 You can’t ask subscribers for more personal information besides their email address when opting out
 Once a subscriber has opted out of your emails, you can’t sell or transfer their email addresses
 You have to make it easy for people to unsubscribe: they should be able to opt out either through sending a reply email or visiting only one 

website page.

What this means for you




Unsubscribe link

Assuming that you are using an ESP to send your email marketing campaigns and organize your email lists, this rule should be fairly easy to 
follow.



Using the  we mentioned previously, subscribers should be removed from your mailing lists almost instantly and following 
CAN-SPAM Act regulations.



Assuming responsibility

for email marketing actions

What the law says



Monitor what others do on your behalf, meaning that  (you and the company you hired to handle 
your email marketing)  for the breaches and get penalized.

in case of a law violation, all parties involved
assume responsibility

What this means for you



Keep track of what your employees and consultancy agencies are doing. Ask questions, and follow up on their email marketing efforts and 
customer data storage/tracking.



CASL in Canada

What the law says



What happens if you don’t respect the CAN-SPAM Act?


What are the main components of CASL?

CASL is a set of legislations created in 2014 that mainly aims at reducing spam and phishing attempts. 






Violating Canada’s Anti Spam Legislation can result in penalties going up to $10 million.



Opting in Opting out



Opting in

What the law say






You can’t send email marketing campaigns, social media, or text messages without the .
You can’t obtain consent from : “The commission considers that a default toggling state that assumes consent cannot 
be	used as a means of obtaining consent.
You must be able to  from the recipient before sending them emails.

 express or implicit consent of the receiver
pre-checked boxes

prove that you have obtained express or implied consent

What is express and implied consent according to CASL?



Express consent

Implicit consent

 is when a person has clearly agreed to receive emails from your business, either verbally or in writing. This can occur 
through an opt-in form or a checkbox in your forms. Express consents do not expire, which means that you have the right to send emails to 
contacts who have explicitly expressed their consent until they revoke it.




 is applied mostly when there is an established business relationship between the person to whom emails are being sent 
and the business.  For example, if a person has made a purchase from an eCommerce

website, they have implicitly consented to receive emails.



Opting in
What this means for yo

 Create opt-in forms that are CASL friendly
 Keep track of your email entries using your ESP of choice. ESPs help you

store data about email opt ins amongst other information (like email	
opens, clicks, and unsubscribes).



Here’s an example of how an ESP can track subscriber actions and behavior.



Opting out

What the law say

What this means for yo

 Your contacts can revoke their consent at any time 
 You should stop sending them emails within 10 business days.



 Include an uns	subscribe link in all your emails
 Use an ESP that will automatically unsubscribe people at their request.

Check out  of this ebook where we into more details into opting out subscribers.Pages 16 and 17



The ultimate email-law checklist

Opting i

 Only send emails to consenting subscribers.
 Don’t pre-check consent boxes in your subscription forms.
 Separate subscription consent boxes from mandatory 

consent boxes.
 Enable double-opt-in if possible.

Email Managemen

 Keep track of when/how your subscribers opted in and out
 Always use an ESP to send bulk promotional emails.
 Segment your email link if possibl
 Protect your customer's personal data and encrypt it.

Opting ou

 Always include an unsubscribe link in your emails
 Unsubscribe people immediately upon their request.

Email Conten

 Identify the sender (your name or company name) 
accurately in all emails.

 Remind customers why they are receiving your emails
 Use accurate subject lines.
 Add your company address or PO box information in the 

footer of your emails.
 Don't send spammy content: No image-only email, no raw 

links. Opt for a well-coded HTML email design that 
balances text and images.



About chamaileon

Build
Design professional 
emails without 
coding.

Organize
Organize your 
emails & email 
assets in folders.

Collaborate
Invite your team & 
build emails 
together.

Integrate
Sync your email 
templates to your 
ESP.

Using a drag and drop email builder allows you to beautiful and professional looking email without compromising HTML code 
quality. Test it out for yourself. Start your free trial at Chamaileon!
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